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Thank you!

This information is the result of 10 years of trial and error with myself and 
with clients. I’ve been using these workouts with my clients over the last year 
and it’s been getting crazy good results.

The majority of my clients are busy corporate professionals. They have 
stressful lives, families and not a lot of time to dedicate to their training each 
day. If you’re reading this, you’re probably the same.

The workouts are designed to be effective, varied and fun. They will build 
increase mobility and drop bodyweight when done consistently.  It’s 
designed to make you move well, free from pain and restriction.

If you’ve any questions, please ask them in my private Facebook group. 
This is where I share exclusive offers on coaching discounts too.

Thanks for downloading,

Conor
www.conorosheafitness.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1651509315158450/
http://www.conorosheafitness.com
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This course contains information about exercise and can result in weight loss. It should not replace the advice of 
your physician. If you want to implement the information in this course, please consult with your physician first. 
Conor O’ Shea and any representative of Conor O’ Shea Fitness disclaim liability for any injuries and/or medical 
outcomes that may occur as a result of applying the information contained in this course.

Conor is a movement and mobility coach based in Western Australia. He’s 
been coaching for 9 years and especially loves teaching bodyweight training. 
As a minimalist, bodyweight training is the perfect example of exercise 
minimalism. No gym, no equipment, just your body to get incredible results. 
Not even a pandemic can stop your training when you learn to master body 
weight training!

You can find out more about Conor here: 

• Website - conorosheafitness.com
• Podcast on my background, movement and autonomy
• Connect on Facebook
• Clients’ results

Who is Conor O’ Shea?

http://conorosheafitness.com/
https://podcast.flowartists.com/episodes/conor-oshea/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1651509315158450/
https://conorosheafitness.com/client-testimonials-1/
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Program Guidelines

The exercises in this program vary from the very basic to challenging. The 
most important factor is to work at your level and focus on quality form. 
When done properly they will get you amazing results. The workouts 
get progressively more challenging as we move through the program. I 
recommend starting at the start and working through but if you are feeling 
like a challenge, feel free to jump in and try any workout.

I would also recommend warming up your wrists before all workouts as 
most people who aren’t used to bodyweight training tend to fatigue in the 
wrists first.

Give yourself anywhere from 5-30 minutes with these routines and always 
listen to your body. If a movement doesn’t feel right on the day, avoid it. You 
will be challenged but you should not be in pain during this program.
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I also recommend practicing autoregulation using the RPE (rating of 
perceived exertion) scale. I recommend spending the vast majority of your 
training  in the green and yellow zones. So anywhere from a 4-8 RPE. This 
will allow you to train consistently and lower the risk of getting hurt. 

For some of you, this may feel like you are taking it easy. But I can guarantee 
if you adopt this mindset to your training you will get far superior results 
than someone who shows up and trains at a 10 each day. I recommend my 
clients to train at a 7 most days and this tends to be the sweet spot for most 
people. 

These workout are split into different categories

• Prep/mobility workouts
• Locomotion workouts
• Strength workouts
• Conditioning workouts
• Balance/control/skill workouts
• Stretching/cool down workouts

With all the movements, always focus on form and quality more so than 
chasing reps. I have set up most workouts as timed sets, this way you can 
focus on doing as many good reps in each time block. 

Instead of thinking of AMRAP (as many reps as possible) try and approach 
things as APAP (as pretty as possible). 

Push yourself hard in the workouts but never past what is safe. As I outlined 
in the last page, you will get the best results by staying around a 7/10 RPE.

Equipment - I have some gymnastic ring movements here as an option for 
those of you who have access. If you are serious about building strength 
from home, I would recommend getting a set.
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Wrists  
Upper mobility
T spine rotations
Dowel shoulder mobility
Dowel hinges

Set a timer for 10 minutes and repeat each movement for 60s.

Birddog  
Plank
Side plank
Deadbug
Prone superman

Repeat each movement for 30s. Rest up to 30s between movements and 
repeat for 3 rounds.

Cat cow  
Cobra
Shoulder stand to plow
3 point bridge
Wag the tail

Repeat each movement for 30s and repeat for 3 rounds with no rest.

Donkey kicks
Side lying hip abduction
Hook lying march

Repeat each movement for 60s, no rest between movements and 
repeat for 2 rounds. 

1. DailyTonic

4. Bulletproof back 

2. Happy spine

3. Recruit the glutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nkvjo1gRplQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpydF-cD4VQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m8_hCid_xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYpWbTK-GaI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUW-s_boTx4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFGGN3mQIdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2wwIZAnA38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m8_hCid_xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ND6E7P9ELwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpydF-cD4VQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQ8DrIsC-FA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m8_hCid_xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veXiynS31tQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brdVbeevP-Q&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0Ouz_MaXdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DocdY60MueY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BHkX9xZd3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m8_hCid_xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq-JO14FVw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nkvjo1gRplQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2wwIZAnA38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ND6E7P9ELwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DocdY60MueY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m8_hCid_xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQ8DrIsC-FA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BHkX9xZd3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYpWbTK-GaI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veXiynS31tQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq-JO14FVw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUW-s_boTx4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brdVbeevP-Q&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFGGN3mQIdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0Ouz_MaXdk
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Reverse scap pushup 
Scap pushup
Scap protraction/retraction
Single arm scap pullups

Repeat each one for 30s. Repeat for 2 rounds with 30s rest between 
movements. 

Bear
Jefferson curls
Ostrich walk

Repeat all movements for 60s resting minimally between. Do as many 
round sas you can in 5 minutes. 

5. Happy scaps

6. Home is where the hamstring is

5 minute hip routine

Glute bridge  x 20
Pushup plank            x 30s
Back scales   x 15s
Reverse table top    x 20s 

Set a timer for 10 minutes and repeat as many rounds as possible. Make 
it APAP!

7. Hips don’t lie

8. Longevity mix

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYzrG7MuLaQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m8_hCid_xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPXtdtYhgro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-Lpn1ThyJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feEd3VN4D5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJNUvQZiyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYzrG7MuLaQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feEd3VN4D5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPXtdtYhgro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJNUvQZiyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-Lpn1ThyJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hwS8G2cAj4&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cyi1_pove8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sxDFub4d3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hwS8G2cAj4&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cyi1_pove8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sxDFub4d3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
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Bear
Frogger
Monkey

Repeat each movement for 30s. Rest up to 30s between movements and 
repeat for 5 rounds.

Pushup plank 
Bodyweight squat
Lounge chair 
Lunge A
Modified pigeon

Repeat each movement for 30s. No rest between movements and repeat 
for 2 rounds.

Bear

Set a timer for 5 minutes and practice the bear. Aim to keep moving for 
the full 5 minutes.

Supine hip rotations
Couch stretch
Forward fold
Modified down dog
Posterior shoulder opener
Modified camel

Repeat each movement for 60s, rest minimally between exercises. 
Repeat for 3 rounds.

11. Loco basics

9. Daily 5 for 5

12. Bear with me

10. Loosey Goosey

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lft3VPwlKIA&index=74&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df2vMW7tVQY&index=75&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDpd9rvjJjo&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACzyPuO_XE0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQdPy9vyrbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92OvDY9lA8U&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJzcrp67mxg&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=69
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grQOrrbfetQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrR1nKgFdmU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACzyPuO_XE0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQdPy9vyrbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df2vMW7tVQY&index=75&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJzcrp67mxg&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=69
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lft3VPwlKIA&index=74&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92OvDY9lA8U&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDpd9rvjJjo&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grQOrrbfetQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrR1nKgFdmU&feature=youtu.be
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Monkey

Set a timer for 5 minutes and practice the Monkey. Aim to keep moving 
for the full 5 minutes.

Frogger

Set a timer for 5 minutes and practice the bear. Aim to keep moving for 
the full 5 minutes.

13. Monkey time

14. Frogger for 5

Bear to monkey
Bear to frogger
Monkey to frogger

Practice each movement for 30s. Set a timer for 6 minutes and repeat as 
many rounds as you can resting minimally.

Monkey 180
Walking frogger
Hip twist bear

Repeat each movement for 60s. No rest between movements. Rest up to 
60s after each round. Repeat for 10 minutes in total.

15. Loco transitions

16. Loco variety

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhIxqse8CQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI7cqlRv878
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQ_KKqhd77I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhIxqse8CQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI7cqlRv878
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQ_KKqhd77I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
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Bear
Hip twist bear
Monkey
Monkey 180

Repeat each movement for 45s with 15s rest between movements. 
Repeat for 5 total rounds.

Bear
Hip twist bear
Leg thread

Bear
Plank
Frogger
Plank
Monkey
Plank

Repeat each movement for 30s. No rest between movements. Rest up to 
60s after each round. Repeat for 15 minutes in total.

Monkey
Monkey 180
Monkey 360

Repeat each movement for 30s with 15s rest between movements. 
Repeat for 5 total rounds.

18. Bear and Monkey combos

19. Bear necessities 

17. Loco core

20. Dizzy Monkey

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_MnyM9KoKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNFQRkJFSEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_MnyM9KoKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNFQRkJFSEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
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Frogger
Walking frogger
Reverse frogger

Repeat each movement for 30s. Rest up to 30s between movements and 
repeat for 3 sets.

21. For the love of Frogger

Monkey
Monkey 180
Monkey cossack
Monkey 360
Straight leg monkey

Repeat each movement for 30s. Rest up to 60s between movements and 
repeat for 3-5 rounds.

Crab walk
Walking frogger
Reverse frogger

Repeat each movement for 45s and repeat for 5 rounds.

Frogger
Hollow body hold

Repeat each movement for 30s and repeat for 5 rounds.

22. Hey hey we’re the monkeys!

23. Activate those glutes!

24. Hollow frogger

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MughFkFONOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MughFkFONOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlp9Wz04ipc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNFQRkJFSEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5TRGBCvnOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MughFkFONOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlp9Wz04ipc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNFQRkJFSEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5TRGBCvnOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MughFkFONOs
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Bear
Frogger
Monkey
Crab walk
Hip twist bear
Monkey 180
Walking frogger
Crab walk
Bear
Frogger
Monkey
Crab walk
Leg thread
Monkey cossack
Straight leg frogger
Crab walk
Bear
Frogger
Monkey
Crab walk

Set a timer for 20minutes. Repeat each movement for 60s. No rest 
between movements. Be mindful of your wrists with this one and reduce 
time if necessary.

Straight leg monkey
Straight leg frogger

Set a timer for 5 minutes and repeat as many 30s rounds as you can.

26. 20 in 20

25. Keep em straight

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_MnyM9KoKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlp9Wz04ipc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw326AXtS9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5TRGBCvnOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw326AXtS9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT6xaxfSQfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5TRGBCvnOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw326AXtS9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_MnyM9KoKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlp9Wz04ipc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqhdZaMNpoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw326AXtS9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
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Bear
Plank
Frogger
Plank
Monkey
Plank
Crab walk
Plank
Scap elevated bear
Plank

Repeat each movement for 30s, rest for 30s after each movement and 
repeat for 3 rounds for 30 minutes in total!

Bear
Hollow body hold
Prone handstand opener
Heel to wall float

Repeat each movement for 30s with 60s rest between movements. 
Repeat for 3 rounds.

Frogger
Hollow body hold
High frogger

Repeat each movement for up to 60s. Rest 60s between movements. 
AMRAP for 10 minutes. 

27. Dirty 30 loco

24. Hollow frogger

29. Frogger gets you high

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTPRhM5Nx-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3SLjHKjqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XILuB9EsqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3SLjHKjqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XILuB9EsqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTPRhM5Nx-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
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Frogger
Straight leg frogger
Monkey cossack
Straight leg monkey

Repeat each movement for 60s. Rest 60s between exercises. Repeat for 3 
rounds. 

Bodyweight squat 
Pushups

Start at 10 reps per movement and work all the way down to one. So 
do 10 squats, then 10 pushups, 9 squats, 9 pushups and so on until you 
reach 0. Rest minimally. 

Glute bridge 
Bodyweight squat 
Dowel hinges
Lunges

Repeat each exercise for 30s for a total of 3 rounds. 

30. Can you press?

31. Prison ladder

32. Legs get started 

10 x    Lunges   
5 x      Inverted press  
30s x Pushup plank 
 
Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes. Rest as little 
as you have to but as long as you need.

33. Simple not easy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw326AXtS9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlp9Wz04ipc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5TRGBCvnOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cyi1_pove8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFGGN3mQIdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cyi1_pove8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFGGN3mQIdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nw326AXtS9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlp9Wz04ipc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5TRGBCvnOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
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Prone w slides
Prone external rotations
Prone superman
Reverse Batwings

Repeat each movement for 30s. Repeat for 5 total rounds

5 x      Lunges 
5 x      Single arm scap pushup
15s x   Side plank

Switch sides; repeat.

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

Bodyweight squat 
Ring row
Pushups
Pushup plank

Complete each movement for 30s with 30s rest between. Repeat for 10 
minutes AMRAP.

10 x     rolling squats
5 x       broad jumps
5 x       Pushups

Complete 3-5 rounds, resting as much as you have to but as little as you 
need.

36. Back it up

34.  Single side sets

37. The core 4

35. Heart starter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXTdXmUGTz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41p3TtIlcws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41p3TtIlcws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJeJPV32ngw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXTdXmUGTz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41p3TtIlcws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJeJPV32ngw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41p3TtIlcws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
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Inverted press
Bodyweight squat 

15 squats layered with two invetedpresses every 5 reps. AMRAP 15 
minutes.

38. Inverted squats

Complete a ladder of the following exercises (go up by two’s on the 
broad jumps and by one’s on the push-ups):

2 x broad jumps – 1 x Pushups
4 x broad jumps – 2 x Pushups
6 x broad jumps – 3 x Pushups
8 x broad jumps – 4 x Pushups
10 x broad jumps – 5 x Pushups

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes; resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

39. Jumps and Push Ups

30s x    Frogger   
10 x       Bodyweight squat 
5 x         Pushups
  
Complete 5 rounds. Rest as little as you have to but as long as you need.

40. Open them lungs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
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10 x Ring rows
10 x Glute bridges off bench
10 x Birddog
10 x Scap pushup

Chin up
Inverted press

Repeat each movement for 30s. Repeat 5 total sets. Rest as is needed 
between exercises.

Shrimp squat
Hollow body hold
Pushups
Reverse batwings
Rolling squats

Repeat each movement for 30s. Repeat 5 total sets. Rest as is needed 
between exercises.

42. The desk workers antidote

43. Vertical power

44. High 5

30s x Ring rows
30s x Pushups 
30s x Lunges
30s x Glute bridges off bench
30s x Pushup plank
30s x Superman

Complete 3 rounds. Rest as little as you have to but as long as you need.

41. Balance You Out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2wwIZAnA38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2wwIZAnA38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
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Shrimp squat
Hollow body hold
Pushups
Chin up
Broad jumps
Inverted press
Reverse table top

Repeat each movement for 30s. Repeat 3 total sets. Rest up to 30s 
between exercises.

Inverted press
Shrimp squat

Complete a 1-to-3 rep ladder (1 rep, 2 reps, 3 reps): Complete as many 
quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as little as you have to 
but as long as you need.

45. GMB’s Integral Strength

46. Pressing  Strength

30s x Top position
30s x Kneel to squat

Repeat each movement for 3 rounds resting up to 60s between rounds.

10 x Glute bridges off bench
1-3 x Reverse row sit back

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 10 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

48. Top shelf strength

47. Posterior chain pain 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyEzn8dVudA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4A1cDewH2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyEzn8dVudA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4A1cDewH2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
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30s x Shrimp squat
30s x broad jumps
30s x Reverse table top
30s x Lunges

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

10s x Chair lsit
12 x Single leg good morning
15s x Side plank
30s x Supinated pushup
30s x Reverse batwings

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

49. No sitting down tomorrow

50. Half time killer

3 x 3 point bridge with reach
12 x 1 leg RDL
10+ 3s hold on each rep x Prone external rotation
12 x Glute bridge off bench

Complete 5 total rounds with menial rest between exercises and up to 
90s rest between rounds.

12 x Single leg good morning
6 x  Pushup
30s Hollow body hold

Complete 5 rounds with minimal rest between exercises and rounds. 

51. Big Four

52. 6-12-30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQQrECMVqd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ECKU0PiFj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQQrECMVqd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhd6oXvnP94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ECKU0PiFj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brdVbeevP-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEkSYeZsjqQ&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41p3TtIlcws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brdVbeevP-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEkSYeZsjqQ&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41p3TtIlcws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
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Bodyweight squats
Scapular pushups
Glute bridge off bench
Reverse batwing

Repeat each exercise for 60s and a total of 5 rounds, resting as little as 
you have to but as long as you need.

53. Full body minimalist

Cossack squat
Bear
Monkey cossack
Half Pancake

Repeat each exercise for 30s and a total of 5 rounds, resting as little as 
you have to but as long as you need.

54. Pancake ready 

30s x FFE Split Squat
30s x Pigeon off bench
30s x Rolling squat
30s x Kneel to jump squat
30s x Chinese lunges
30s x Side lunges

Repeat each exercise for 30s and a total of 3 rounds, resting 30s 
between exercises and 60s between sets. 

55. Leg for days

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laKubA5UZv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFzjitMFCAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3Ymhyckcig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V17TCXELQeM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFzjitMFCAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3Ymhyckcig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V17TCXELQeM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV_yv_OEl1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIN3SWpZ0Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4A1cDewH2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhRXZgmKTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8J7jeFl4iro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV_yv_OEl1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4A1cDewH2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIN3SWpZ0Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhRXZgmKTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8J7jeFl4iro
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Pushup
Bulgarian split squat
Mtn climber
False grip rows

Repeat each exercise for 30s and a total of 5 rounds, resting 30s 
between exercises and 30s between rounds.

56. Things are getting real

30s x Ring push up
30s x Ring plank
30s x Ring mountain climbers 

Repeat each exercise for 30s and a total of 3 rounds, resting 30s 
between exercises and 60s between sets.

30s x False grip rows
30s x Top position
30s x Baby muscle up

Repeat each exercise for 30s and a total of 3 rounds, resting 60s 
between exercises and 90s between sets.

30s x Ring row
30s x RRSB
30s x Chin up

Repeat each exercise for 30s and a total of 3 rounds, resting 30s between 
exercises and 60s between sets.

57. Pressing power

59. Map out the muscle up

58. Pull it up

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBUiLAkGOUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb2hohvfgMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBUiLAkGOUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb2hohvfgMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRQOQxFE3TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFdveKonc_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgB0GciWMk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb2hohvfgMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyEzn8dVudA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TZz0M2midg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ&t=59s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRQOQxFE3TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb2hohvfgMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFdveKonc_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyEzn8dVudA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ&t=59s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgB0GciWMk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TZz0M2midg
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3 x Ring Dip
3 x Shrimp squat

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need

60. Dips and shrimps

Bear
Deadbug
Lunge with rotation
W slides

Repeat each exercise for 40s, rest for 20s between exercises. Complete 5 
rounds in total. 

61. Let’s sweat

Frogger
Hollow body hold
Bear
Side plank

Repeat each exercise for 40s, rest for 20s between exercises. Complete 5 
rounds in total. 

Monkey 
Mtn climber
Frogger
Scapular pushups

Repeat each exercise for 40s, rest for 20s between exercises. Complete 5 
rounds in total. 

63. Core and flow

62. Loco conditioning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFi74uRBDs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFi74uRBDs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYxH-UIiHFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCLz7KnuRGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYxH-UIiHFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCLz7KnuRGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNzqwuvc5rE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
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3 x Shrimp squat
10 x Ring row
10 x Single leg glute bridge
30s x Shoulder opener

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

Compression lifts
Hollow body plank
Side plank march
Hollow body hold

Practice each movement for 30s and repeat for 3 total rounds.  Rest as 
long as you need between movements. 

30s x Hollow body rocks
30s x Hollow body hold
30s x Prone superman

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 10 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

64.  Desk killer 

66. Think you’ve got a core?

65. Hollow body hell

30s x Rolling squat
30s x Hip twist bear 
30s x Chinese lunges
30s x Supinated pushup

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

67. Mobile strength 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=97s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myZazicUY9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md9TzQ4fk-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_1gGCRlsV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8LnwDKW6bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpBssqzWfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ELNC_ZF16Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=97s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_1gGCRlsV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ELNC_ZF16Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8LnwDKW6bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myZazicUY9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md9TzQ4fk-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpBssqzWfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_MnyM9KoKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhRXZgmKTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ECKU0PiFj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_MnyM9KoKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhRXZgmKTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ECKU0PiFj8
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5 x Ring Dip
5 x Shrimp squat
5 x Chin up

Repeat each movement for 5 total rounds resting up to 60s between 
movements. 

68. Brute strength

30s x Rolling pistol squat
30s x Hollow body plank
30s x Pushup

Repeat each movement for 5 total rounds resting up to 30s between 
movements. 

69. Pistol whipping

Heel to wall floats
Hollow body hold

Practice each movement for 30s and repeat for 3 total rounds.  Rest as 
long as you need between movements. 

70. Let’s fly

20s x Lsit
20s x Heel to wall floats

Repeat for 3 total rounds. Rest as long as you need between movements.

71. A Match made in Heaven

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFi74uRBDs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFi74uRBDs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8LnwDKW6bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8LnwDKW6bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OTOePUOKSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8_QFVSaac8&t=132s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8_QFVSaac8&t=132s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
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30s x Crow
10s x Front scales
30s x 3 point bridge with reach

Repeat for 5 total rounds. Rest 60s between rounds

Fwd roll
Bwd roll

Set a timer for 5 minutes and practice each movement for 2.5 minutes 
each. Rest as needed and only do this on a soft surface!

15s x Seated scales
20s x Back scales
10s x Front scales

Repeat for 5 total rounds. Rest 60s between rounds. 

73. Balancing beast

74. Rolling around

72. The only scales worth tracking

60s x Test the water
60s x Ostrich walk
30s x Hollow body rocks
30s x Supinated pushup
30s x Reverse batwings

Repeat for 3 total rounds. Rest as long as you need between movements. 

75. Move with me

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zZwHTZZrCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZRhOOcSGEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTC2Li0NpOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JxR_SheKIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKEf0M7V5Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sxDFub4d3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZRhOOcSGEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zZwHTZZrCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTC2Li0NpOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKEf0M7V5Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZRhOOcSGEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JxR_SheKIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sxDFub4d3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZRhOOcSGEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUq4C3L5o0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJNUvQZiyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ELNC_ZF16Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ECKU0PiFj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUq4C3L5o0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ELNC_ZF16Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJNUvQZiyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ECKU0PiFj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
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20s x Side plank
30s x Pushup plank
45s x Pushups
60s x Bodyweight squats

Repeat for 5 total rounds. Rest 60s between sets. 

76. Can’t beat the basics

10s x Chair lsit
20s x Shrimp squat
30s x Inverted press
40s x 3 point bridge with reach
50s x Lunge with rotation
60s x Glute bridges

Repeat for 5 total rounds. Rest 60s between sets. 

77. 10-20-30-40-50-60

Shrimp squat
Chin up

Start at 5 reps per movement and work all the way down to one. So do 5 
shrimps, then 5 chinups, 4 shrimps, 4 chinups and so on until you reach 
0. Rest minimally. 

78. Chin up/shrimp ladder

30s x Single arm scap pushup
30s x Deadbug
30s x Single leg good morning
30s x Prone superman

Repeat each movement for 5 total rounds resting up to 30s between 
movements.

79. Rehab tastic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAIQK2pHq7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWLH4MyckrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvFBs-RU_rs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQQrECMVqd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYxH-UIiHFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cyi1_pove8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQQrECMVqd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYxH-UIiHFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4ZgCxc1vxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cyi1_pove8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZKrBVP_pIs&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJeJPV32ngw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJeJPV32ngw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V109p9FjwTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
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30s x Top position
30s x Ring Dip
30s x Ring row
30s x RRSB

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 90s between 
movements.

80. Rings are forever

30s x Handstand wall straddle
60s x Pancake circuit

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 60s between 
movements.

30s x Inverted hang
60s x Pancake circuit

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 60s between 
movements.

30s x Handstand wall tuck
30s x Prone shoulder opener
30s x high frogger

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 60s between 
movements

81. Straddle time!

83. Let’s hang

82. Tuck it in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyEzn8dVudA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFi74uRBDs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyEzn8dVudA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFi74uRBDs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO_8tXl6Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlZZmAi1uls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqbTtic4lIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OMYc1NC16s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqbTtic4lIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnaTnJ0N7gQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3SLjHKjqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XILuB9EsqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlZZmAi1uls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OMYc1NC16s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnaTnJ0N7gQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqbTtic4lIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqbTtic4lIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3SLjHKjqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XILuB9EsqQ
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30s x Chest to wall toe floats
60s x Prone shoulder opener
30s x Handstand Straddle to wall
60s x Pancake circuit

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 60s between 
movements.

84. Time to Face the wall

30s x Ostrich walk
30s x Crab walk 
30s x Walking frogger

Repeat each movement for 5 total rounds resting up to 30s between 
movements.

85. Take a walk

45s x Frogger
45s x Pushup
45s x Deadbug
45s x Chinese lunges
45s x Side plank

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 15 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

86. Let kick things up a notch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVWbLtZj7vk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3SLjHKjqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_RE0eg5fpU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqbTtic4lIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVWbLtZj7vk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3SLjHKjqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_RE0eg5fpU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqbTtic4lIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJNUvQZiyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJNUvQZiyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DGnZXiFDfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhRXZgmKTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fhECwbdR6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhRXZgmKTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMF1V4ght00
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12 x FFE Split Squat
6 x Shrimp squat
12 x Ring push up
12 x Reverse Batwings

Repeat 3 rounds resting up to 30s between exercises and 60s between 
rounds. 

87. A more skilled approach

10 x 1 arm pulling prep
3 x RRSB
30s x Mtn climber

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 10 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

30s x Heel to wall floats
30s x Lsit
30s x Rolling squat
30s x Chin up

Repeat for 3 rounds resting up to 60s between exercises and 90s 
between rounds. 

30s x Rolling squat
30s x Kneel to jump squat
30s x Broad jumps

Repeat for 3 rounds resting up to 60s between exercises and 90s 
between rounds. 

88. Back up power

89. Impress the neighbours

90. Explosive legs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV_yv_OEl1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v6tPKX7jSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRQOQxFE3TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV_yv_OEl1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v6tPKX7jSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRQOQxFE3TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0ZBnoF2VUo&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-Lpn1ThyJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8_QFVSaac8&t=144s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4A1cDewH2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-Lpn1ThyJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywUyPTwbNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udeQNCDVt7A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8_QFVSaac8&t=144s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGKWeK8itYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4A1cDewH2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DMfYMS7aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V30_c2E5uY
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30s x Deadbug
30s x Bear
30s x Hollow body plank
30s x Frogger
30s x Mtn climber
30s x Crab walk

Repeat for 3 rounds resting up to 30s between exercises and 60s 
between rounds. 

91. Combine the core with the floor

15 x Lunge with rotation
45s x Monkey
15s x Side plank march

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 10 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

30s x W slides
30s x Inverted press
10 x Dowel shoulder mobility

Complete as many quality rounds as possible in 10 minutes, resting as 
little as you have to but as long as you need.

92. Time to Pivot

93. Stronger and mobile shoulders

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8LnwDKW6bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uuvui10ZeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neAt-9QACmE&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwln3-Fj6gA&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=75
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfUBCrZAvPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8LnwDKW6bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5rainuGhaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYxH-UIiHFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpBssqzWfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXTdXmUGTz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUW-s_boTx4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYxH-UIiHFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXTdXmUGTz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEYqP_cWyRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpBssqzWfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUW-s_boTx4
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60s x Modified pigeon  
12 x Side lying hip abduction
30s x Pigeon off bench
60s x Lunge A

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 30s between 
movements.

98. No more sciatica

30s x Plank
30s x Monkey
30s x Prone superman
30s x Lounge chair

Set a timer for 5 minutes and repeat as many rounds as possible.

60s x Lunge A
60s x Frog    
60s x Modified pigeon  
60s x Couch stretch

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 30s between 
movements.

60s x Lounge chair
60s x Posterior shoulder opener
60s x Modified camel
60s x Supported shoulder/T spine opener

Repeat each movement for 3 total rounds resting up to 30s between 
movements.

99. Take 5

100. Happy Hips

101. Stretch em shoulders

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDpd9rvjJjo&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BHkX9xZd3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIN3SWpZ0Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k38mVOaJffA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDpd9rvjJjo&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k38mVOaJffA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BHkX9xZd3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIN3SWpZ0Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lft3VPwlKIA&index=74&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df2vMW7tVQY&index=75&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az3ROY5mUIM&index=36&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDpd9rvjJjo&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQdPy9vyrbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lft3VPwlKIA&index=74&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grQOrrbfetQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrR1nKgFdmU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md9TzQ4fk-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzEKLSTpJU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df2vMW7tVQY&index=75&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lft3VPwlKIA&index=74&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64zeSh6SIZ4&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=91
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az3ROY5mUIM&index=36&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grQOrrbfetQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWWHJ05VjFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lft3VPwlKIA&index=74&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDpd9rvjJjo&list=UU62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A&index=68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrR1nKgFdmU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQdPy9vyrbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md9TzQ4fk-Q
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Waiver of liability
The contents of this training guide comprise an advanced fitness program in parts. Injuries may occur in 
any workout program as with this specific program written by Conor O’ Shea. By downloading the program, 
you are waiving any liability to Conor O’ Shea and/or Conor O’ Shea Fitness. This is a recommended program 
that has worked for many others. It may not be right for you. It is recommended that you consult a physician 
before starting any new fitness regimen.

Thank you for joining me on the journey 
of 101 workouts. I hope you had fun!

• Find out more client results here.
• Check out my youtube channel here. 
• Join my Facebook support group here.
• If you want more help, book a time to chat here.

Never stop moving,
Conor
www.conorosheafitness.com

https://conorosheafitness.com/client-testimonials-1/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC62Z85XpZL969hjjItcBI1A?view_as=subscriber
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1651509315158450/?ref=bookmarks
https://calendly.com/conorosheapt/online-consultation?fbclid=IwAR2d2TohtTKy2L-cv-IDTZDX_XC1ELPQEWxBgf_vGrDlCfbzvgKxFPtsTC0&month=2020-05
http://www.conorosheafitness.com
Conor



